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About This Game

Maybe it was the fact that people got to blow away Nazis. Maybe it was the sheer challenge of it all. For whatever reason,
Wolfenstein 3D and Spear of Destiny, pioneered the first-person shooter genre and brought its legendary creators, id Software,
worldwide notoriety and numerous awards. In fact, The Computer Gaming World Hall of Fame recognized Wolfenstein 3D as

helping to shape the overall direction of the computer gaming industry.
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I know a lot of people that make the mistake of thinking Wolfenstein 3D is just a carbon copy of Doom, a prototype of sorts.
This is simply not true. Yes, both games are pioneering First Person Shooters, and yes, both games were released within a short
time from each other by the same developer, id Software, but no, they are not the same game. First of all you can't easily move
and shoot at the same time in Wolfenstein, a mechanic that is integral to Doom. Second, i find Wolfenstein to be slower paced
in general, with fewer enemies and more emphasis on exploration, but that may be just me. Both Doom an WOlfenstein are
wonderful games, and I recommend you play them both anyway.. This is the original, untouched version originally released in
the early nineties. I did play this and loved it when it first came out. This is an excellent game, don't get me wrong. However,
this has aged terribly over the years. Frame rates are abysmal and due to scaling on today's monitors, the game looks even worse.
There are other versions of this game that have updated frame rates and slightly better graphics--some even have a map system
(Wolfenstein TNO). Alt-tabbing also has negative effects switching out of the DOSBox. Given this information and knowing
that there are better versions out there I suggest that you look for those ones unless you are strictly into the nostalgic factor.

This game holds a very special place in my heart but it pains me to not be able to recommend this version.. Mein laben!. Cmon
if you didnt know about this game you would try to buy it.So wolfenstein 3d a hard game if you play on a mode above *dont
hurt me* is a fun game also its a long game whit 6 episodes and let me tell you every floor from episode 1 to episode 5 is a good
floor now whit episode 6 there are floors like the second one that are hated for being maze like and floor 8 and now in 2019 the
dos version isnt that good so i recomend playing it whit a source port like EC WOLF Since the dos version dosent have strafing
and the game is even more hard whitout it.i have completed this game every year probably the best oldschool wolfenstein game
ever made but people say that return to castle wolfenstein is better and yea i can see why but in my opinion this is the best
oldschool wolfenstein game. P.O.W B.J. Blaskowitz blasts his way out of Castle WOlfenstein and through the highest echelons
of power within the Third Reich in this -- the great grandpappy of all FPS (First-Person Shooters).. Wolfenstein 3-D remains
fun after all these years. If you've never played it, download immediately and see what spawned the first-person shooter genre.
There's a lot of content in the game too, and for the price you're paying, I'd say it's certainly worth checking out, even for long
time fans that have already played the game to death.. Great. It gets a little unfair after the 3rd episode. Better than Fortnite.
Better than Minecraft. Better than those Minecraft rip-offs your little cousin plays on his iPad with his Cheeto fingers.
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